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Abstract 
Methodology and software for multiversion setting and solution of high dimension design problems was developed. With 
simple examples, possibility of development of advanced bundled software, which allows updating the spacecraft design in real-
time mode, is demonstrated.  Mathematical models being in use in aerospace industry were applied. 
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1. Introduction 
In the course of land remote sensing satellites (LRSS) initial design phase, design engineer encounters a lot of 
problems concerning updating and linking the design parameters, which should implement LRSS mission  (among 
those parameters are monitoring frequency, ground resolution, swath width, productivity, operational efficiency, 
operating lifetime, etc.). 
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LRSS design parameters updating and matching are related to changes of characteristics of some on-board 
systems elements with regard to the spacecraft under design, with account of new elements development. 
While the project updating and matching, there exist two problems, which may lead to delay in spacecraft 
conceptual design formation. 
First, after each design update it is necessary to check the impact of altered design parameters on target 
characteristics of LRSS, as well as mutual influence of all the changes. The design process sometimes calls for use 
of the borrowed, proven spacecraft elements. In other words, there appear a lot of new design tasks, that cannot be 
foreseen and, in this regard, there are difficulties in formalizing design solutions and process automation choose. 
Secondly, the process of design clarifying and matching is carried out by means of numerous iterations. 
Practically it is done by passing the modified project through departments specialized in distinct areas of activity. At 
that, an analysis of each modification calls for solving of numerous subproblems.  
Characteristics of different components of LRSS are usually linked by a great number of equations of different 
types (algebraic, differential and integral), logical dependencies and algorithmic relationships. The number of 
characteristics to be adjusted could be very large, and one can easily make a mistake, doing it “manually”. It is not 
always clear, if the number of connection operators is sufficient or excessive, and whether the designing task is set 
correctly, or not. 
The paper proposes the approach that enables to rectify these problems at early stages of LRSS design 
characteristics chose. 
2. The problems that arise in automated set and solution of multiversion design tasks 
We can demonstrate these problems with simple examples of determination the main mass-dimensional, energy 
and other characteristics of spacecraft complex propulsion system (CPS).   The system appointment is spacecraft 
orbit transfer; spacecraft orientation is not taken into account in these examples. 
Task1 is as follows. Given data are mass of payload (spacecraft without CPS) PLm , fuel specific impulse J , CPS 
overall-structure weight ratio s , needed characteristic velocity cV . Required parameters are needed CPS initial mass
CPSm , propellant mass Pm , spacecraft initial mass 0m . 
Needed characteristic velocity can be determined, if parameters of initial orbit and terminal orbit are known [2]. 
In the task, this velocity is considered as given. 
2.1. Solving design problems based on separate algorithms. 
  In the case of small number of parameters and connection operators, development of the task solution algorithm, 
as a rule, creates no problems.  Algorithms for set task are presented below [2]. 
Algorithm 1. 
1.Tzyolkovsky number is determined: 
  exp cz V J . 




  , 
where, by convention,  
 0 0 0PL CPSp m m m m m   . 
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3. Spacecraft initial mass is determined 
0 PLm m p .  
4. CPS mass is determined: 
0CPL PLm m m   






6. Mass of CPS construction is determined: 
K CPS Pm m m  . 
The task solution is completed. 
Task 2. Given data are CPS mass CPSm , propellant mass Pm , mass of CPS construction Km ,   fuel specific 
impulse J , needed characteristic velocity cV . Required parameters are spacecraft initial mass 0m , payload mass PLm . 
Additionally, CPS overall-structure weight ratio s ought to be clarified. 
Algorithm 2. 
 1. Tzyolkovsky number is determined: 
 exp Cz V J . 
2. CPS overall-structure weight ratio s is determined: 
/( )CPS CPS Ps m m m  . 
3. Spacecraft mass ratio is calculated: 
   1p z s s z   . 










   
The task solution is completed. 
Log reports of the tasks solution in Mathcad software are shown in Fig.1.  Here, some results of the task 1 
solution are used as given data in task 2.  
Task1. Given data: cV = 500 m/s; J = 3260 m/s; PLm = 5; s =4.  
Task 2. Given data: cV = 500 m/s; J = 3260 m/s; CPSm = 1.1697;  Pm = 0.8773;  Km = 0.2924. 
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Fig. 1. (a) separate solution of the task 1; (b) separate solution of the task 2 
 
Fig. 2. (a) solution of the task1based on equations systems; (b) solution of the task 2 task1based on equations systems 
Good agreement of obtained results validates adequacy of used models and algorithms. At the sets of available 
parameters and relations, some other design tasks may be set.  
2.2. Solving design problems based on equations systems 
 Number of algorithms necessary for solution of various design problems may be reduced based on solution of 
systems of equations. Log reports of the tasks solution in Mathcad software are shown in Fig. 2. 
Obtained results are in good agreement.  
This approach lets to solve the above problem to some extent for relatively small number of parameters and 
connection operators. Still, for grate number of parameters and connection operators the problem is open.  
3. Methodological approach to design problems formalizing and solving 
Let us examine the approach in terms of the above design tasks. Fig. 3 shows scheme for setting the first of 
discussed design tasks. The graph vertices located in the upper row correspond to variables used in the task, and 
vertices located in the lower row correspond to equation (connection operators) as follows: 
 1 : exp ;cv z V J   
   2 : 1 ;v p z s s z     
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3 0: PLv m m p  
 4 0: CPS PLv m m m     
 
 
Fig. 3. Scheme for setting the task 1 
 5 : 1PL CPSv m m s s  ;  
6 : K CPS Pv m m m  .  
Arrows show order of various parameters finding. Vertices of given parameters are not colored.  
Fig. 4 shows similar scheme for setting the second task. Here required parameters are different. Notice that for 
finding of required parameters   0m  and PLm  one has to solve the equations set 3 0: PLv m m p  , 4 0: CPS PLv m m m   
In graph, this fact is represented by cycle, shown by means of thickened arrows. Graph edges without arrows mark 
relationships, not used in the task. 
Analyzes of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows that both tasks are put at the same set of parameters but some of used 
relations differ. Hence, it may be concluded that for design task putting it is necessary to choose vertices of 
acquainted parameters and vertices of required parameters. As for developing the algorithm of task solution, one has 
to analyze the graph edges in order to find the solution sequence with regard for cycles existence. This search may 
be realized by the method of full enumeration but more efficient is use of graph theory methods.  
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Fig. 4. Scheme for setting the task 1 
4. Methodological approach essence 
The approach in question is based on problem-oriented programming technique and graph theory [1]. Machine 
operator (design engineer) using the software needs to act as follows.  
Parameters of the model and connection operators are input in computer. A problem is set up by extracting 
subsets of input (acquainted) and output (required) parameters from the entire set of parameters. Then, the system, 
using special models and algorithms, determines the task correctness and tractability. If the task is correct and 
tractable, the system offers a sequence of solution and finds the corresponding output data. 
Precision of solutions performed with the help of problem-oriented design system (PODS), depends on the 
accuracy of equations (models). If the last are adequate, then the solution precision depends upon the computer 
accuracy. 
As the models used in PODS are job-proved and they are permanently improved, one ought to expect adequate 
results when using such the system.  
5. Problem-oriented design system 
The system operation we explain with the help of the same examples. Set of parameters is   
^ `0: , , , , , , , , ,PL CPS P K cU U m m m m m V J z s p . Set of equations (connection operators) is ^ `, 1,6iV iQ  . 
Definition of sets U and V determines bipartite graph  , ,G U V E  reflecting relationships between the 
variables used in the mathematical model and the equations, which those variables are part of.  
After the input parameters set has been defined, corresponding vertices are excluded from the graph, as data 
contained in these parameters is implicitly included in the equations whose vertices are incident with the vertices of 
input parameters. There remain only u-vertices, contained in the set ' \ INU U U  and v-vertices, contained in the set  ^ `' 'V U v U  , where  U v - set of variables related by v. 
Collection  ', 'K U V   is determined as class of problems connected with the model  ,U V . If number of 
connection operators does not exceed number of variables, then the class of problems is well-defined, alternatively 
some variables are not uniquely defined. 
In formalized form condition of the class correctness is as follows. Let 'F V and    'U F U v  . Class of 
problems К is well-defined if for each 'F V  holds the condition 
  ' .U F Ft        
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If the set 'F V  is not empty and  
 'U F F ,   
then F is critical set.  
For the task1 (design of CPS) ^ `, , , ,IN PL cU m V J s ; ^ `0 , ,OUT CPS PU m m m . For the task 2 (use of existing CPS)
^ `, , , ,IN CPS K p cU m m m V J ; ^ `0 , ,OUT PLU m m s . For both problems under consideration, as can be seen,
( ) 6INU F U U    therefore  'U F F . Hence, class of problems К is well-defined, and the set 'F V   is 
critical set. 
If, besides INU , set of required parameters OUTU  is defined, then one puts the problem  ,IN OUTU U  consisting in 
finding of the set OUTU . The problem  ,IN OUTU U is tractable (i.e. algorithm for calculation of variables OUTU exist) 
if and only if all output parameters may be expressed from the equations being part of critical set, i.e. 
 'OUTU U F .    
The set of equations that satisfy the above condition is known as resolving system for the problem  , OUTZ K U 
. Resolving system may be found based on maximum matching determination. Set of edges M  in bipartite graph 
 , ,G U V E is known to be a matching if no two edges have general vertex. 
The matching with maximum number of edges is known as maximum matching, and the matching with 
maximum possible number of edges in graph G is called complete matching. It was proved [1] that class of 
problems  ', 'K U V is well-defined if and only if complete matching M exists in graph G.  
Check of the problem tractability is carried out with the help of auxiliary oriented graph  ', ', 'pG U V D   
generated in the following manner: undirected edge  ,v u of graph  ', ', 'G U V E  belonging to the matching M  
is transformed into directed edge  , 'u v D  , while undirected edge  ,v u not belonging to the matching M  is 
transformed into oriented edge  , 'v u D : 
   
   
, , ;
'
, , \ .
d u v if v u M
D
d v u if v u E M
­  ° ®  °¯  
Let us denote the set of u-vertices and the set of v-vertices accessible from vertex x by   uC x  and   vC x  
correspondingly. 
The problem tractability is equivalent to the fact that all u-vertices accessible from the vertex OUTU U  are 
incident with edges of maximum matching. In this case, the set of v-vertices forms minimal resolving system
 * v OUTV C U ; alternatively, the problem is undecidable. 
Fig. 5 represents scheme of class relationships, maximum matching and graph  pG  for the task 1; thickened lines 
show edges of the matching, vertices of output variables are colored. The same objects the tasks 2 are shown in Fig. 
6.  In both tasks, maximum matches are complete; consequently classes of the problems are well-defined. 
Next, it may be seen that for the first task   ^ `1 6,...,v OUTC U v v ,   ^ `,u OUTC U z p ; for the second task
  ^ `1 5,...,v OUTC U v v ,   ^ `,u OUTC U z p .  
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Fig. 5. Scheme of class relationships, maximum matching and graph  pG  for the task 1 
 
 
Fig. 6. Scheme of class relationships, maximum matching and graph  pG  for the task 2 
As far as all elements of  u OUTC U  are incident with matching edges,  v OUTC U  forms minimal resolving 
system for the tasks 1 and 2. 
The vertices v inaccessible from OUTU  are not included in the resolving system and corresponding parameters are 
not necessary for solution of the task but may appear to be necessary for another task that one can put at the same  
sets U and V. 
After minimum resolving system determination, it is necessary to find consequence of the task solution. It may be 
fulfilled by means of constructing minimal block partitioning of resolving system that allows reducing solution of 
the original problem to consequential solutions of equation subsystems of smaller sizes.  Minimal block partitioning 
is constructed on basis of strongly connected components of graph G. Each of the strongly connected components 
includes vertices belonging to the same cycle. Graph vertices not included in any component, form trivial 
component. The equations corresponding to v-vertices of the same component must be solved jointly. 
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For dividing of the bipartite graph into strongly connected components, oriented graph pG  is generated. It 
includes vertices belonging to the set  *V  and adjacent u-vertices:  *, *, *dG U V D . The graph is generated 
according to the next rule: 
- undirected edge  , *v u M   of graph *G  is transformed into directed edge  ,v u D of graph pG ; 
- undirected edge  , * \ *v u E M  of graph *G is transformed into directed edge  ,u v D   of graph pG . 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 represent minimal block partitioning of resolving systems for the task 1 and task 2 respectively. 
Separate blocks of the partitioning are denoted by letter S with respective indices; input data are shown in dashed 
circles. Sequence of the tasks solution is shown by the edges, which join vertices of various blocks.   
The above aggregated algorithm was realized in bundled software, developed in Java programming language and 
was tested in several spacecraft systems [3]. The software also includes unit for calculation of numerical values of 
required parameters. 
Fig. 9 displays fragments of dialog windows of the software, representing sequence and numerical results of the 
tasks 1 solution. 
Here vertices of the model equations are shown by blue squares, vertices of required parameters by red circles, 
and vertices of all the rest variables by yellow circles. Solution order is shown in the right part of the window. 
Vertices of given parameters are not shown. Values of given parameters are shown in the right part of the window; 
obtained results follow corresponding notations of the variables. Fig. 10 displays appropriate results for the task 2. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Block partitioning of resolving system for the task 1 
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Fig. 8. Block partitioning of resolving system for the task 2 
 
It may be seen, that both the tasks use the same set of parameters and the same set of equations (except the 
equation v6 not used in the second task). Thus, the task setting is fulfilled by simple choice of appropriate given and 
required parameters from the parameters set.  
Comparison of the results obtained by developed software with the results obtained by Mathcad software 
confirms adequacy of used approach, models and their realization.   
6. Conclusions 
Methodology and software for multiversion setting and solution of high dimension design problems was 
developed. With simple examples, possibility of development of advanced bundled software, which allows updating 
the spacecraft design in real-time mode, is demonstrated.   
The significance of this new research direction for science is that optimization of LRSS basic design parameters 
is carried out in implicit form, without setting the mathematical programming problem, which requires formulation 
of objective functions and limitations. This approach is known as “exact approximation concept”.  
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Fig. 10. Sequence and numerical results of the task 2 solution 
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